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Abstract. The double-crystal scheme for polarization-entangled photon 

pairs generation is presented. The negative impact of the Migdall effect on 

the polarization entanglement is fully compensated in the scheme. The 

theory for quantifying of entanglement decrease as the action of the Migdall 

effect is formulated.  

Sources of polarization-entangled photon pairs are key stone in experimental quantum optics 

[1] and applications [2]. Spontaneous parametric down-conversion [3,4] (SPDC) based 

sources are the most successful class of sources for implementation in quantum technologies. 

They are bright [5], highly-entangled [6] and provide opportunities for engineering [7]. The 

double-crystal scheme [8] shares all of these advantages simultaneously. There are some 

decoherence mechanisms [9, 10] negatively affecting the produced entanglement, but only 

the Migdall effect [11] remains uncompensated. In this paper we present a method for full 

compensation of the Migdall effect in the double-crystal scheme. 

We analyze the generalized double crystal scheme (Fig. 1). In the scheme the two 

nonlinear crystals may be arbitrarily rotated around the pump wavevector direction. We show 

that there are special angles of the crystal rotation [12] where the Migdall effect does not 

affect the entanglement of generated photon pairs. 

 

Fig. 1. The double-crystal scheme. Comp1 and Comp2 are birefringent compensation plates, BBO – 

nonlinear crystals, PD&IF – diaphragms and interference filters, B1 and B2 – angle of rotation of the 

nonlinear crystals around the pump wavevector direction 

We theoretically show that the polarization quantum state of generated photon pairs has 

the form 
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   (1) 

where  and  are the angles between the polarization of photons borned in the first and the 

second nonlinear crystals in the signal and idler spatial modes, respectively. Parameters  

and are to be calculated according to the formulas for the Migdall effect [11]. The 

dependence of Tangle on the B1 and B2 angles is shown on Fig. 2. The calculation was made 

for the BBO crystals pumped at the wavelength of 532 nm, crystallographic angle =29.6, 

external SPDC half-opening angle is 6.9. 

 
Fig. 2. Dependence of Tangle on B1 and B2 

Fig. 2 shows there are four crystal positions where the Tangle has its maximum value of 1. 

In these positions the angles of rotation satisfy B1=-B2 up to 360 rotations. We show [12] 

that in the optimal positions the polarization generated in the first crystal is orthogonal to the 

polarization generated in the second crystal in the signal as well as in the idler mode (i.e. 

δ=ϵ=90). As a result, such source acts as if there is no Migdall effect. The only action of the 

Migdal effect is the basis rotation, and it does not affect the degree of entanglement. Thus, 

the negative action of the Migdall effect on the degree of polarization entanglement in the 

generalized double-crystal scheme can be fully compensated. 
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